
Lab 1: Baseband models and matched filters

FREDRIK RUSEK and MEIFANG ZHU

The aim of this lab is to implement (in Matlab) the following chain: generation of bits → QPSK

map → pulse shaping → adding white Gaussian noise → applying a matched filter → sampling →

decoding of the bits.

Task 1

The sampling frequency is 44100 samples per second. Assume that the symbol time should be 10 ms.

How many samples should the base pulse consist of?.......... (round of the 10 ms base pulse duration

if needed)

Task 2

Assume that the base pulse is a half-cycle-sine pulse. Create a time axis of the base pulse and store

it in the variable t. How many samples should you use?....... Generate a unit energy representation

of the pulse is Matlab and store it into the variable p. By which formula is energy of the discrete

pulse measured?............

Task 3

Generate 1000 bits (0/1) and convert them into QPSK symbols with the same map as is used in the

project description. Finally, construct the transmitted signal by assigning each QPSK symbol to a

hcs pulse. How many samples should your transmitted signal consist of?..............

Task 4

Generate white Gaussian noise in discrete time. This noise is generated by the command

n = sqrt(x) ∗ [randn(1, T ) + sqrt(−1) ∗ randn(1, T )];
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where T is the number of noise samples. The value x should be chosen such that the noise samples

after the matched filter has variance N0/2 per real dimension. If N0 = .2, what is the value of x?........

Which formula should be used in these derivations. What is the peculiar thing about this for-

mula?.....................

Task 5

What is the formula for the matched filter in this case?

Task 6

What is the energy of this filter?

Task 7

Implement the mached filter, and generate the output of the filter when the input is the transmitteed

signal+noise.

Task 8

By which rate should the output signal be sampled?......

Task 9

Which sample is the first that should be used?.......Illustrate why by drawing a figure.

Task 10

Decode the QPSK symbols and convert into bits. How many bit errors do you see?.......

Task 10

Which further processing of the transmitted signal is needed in order to transmit the signal in he

passband?.................
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